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Analysis of the relationship between regional development and national growth cycles poses a number of complex problems. The definition of the very units of analysis suggests some of these difficulties at the outset. There are several competing definitions of regions, and a definition appropriate for one form of analysis may be highly inappropriate for another. At the national level, several types of business cycles have been identified, discussed, and debated, and occasionally the entire notion of cyclical analysis has been questioned. Beyond definition of the terms of the analysis lie further difficulties, for economic growth and development is also the subject of competing definitions and theories. One can choose among several well-articulated theories of regional development, and in the case of Germany it has been argued that any of the commonly accepted theories of national economic development can be made to fit the observed data.

Nevertheless, regional development constitutes a crucial aspect of national growth. Both regions and cycles exist, in the sense of being identifiable, delimited entities sharing general features. Moreover, each exists in relation to a larger whole, the national economy in the case of regions, and the process of economic development in the case of cycles. These considerations are perhaps especially prominent in the case of Germany, where many of the regions finally unified in Bismarck’s Reich possessed long traditions of independence, and where the process of economic development in general and cyclical instability in particular was subjected to especially searching analysis and criticism from both left and right. In what follows I suggest a framework for analysis of the relation between regional and national economic development, centered on the history of major development cycles. The elements of such a framework are a working definition of the kind of region to be studied, and an identification of the kind of cycle most relevant to the analysis. The outline of the history of regional development parallels that of national development; in fact, each of the

major growth cycles in the German economy was accompanied by the emergence of new regions into the process of modern economic growth. Conversely, lasting depressions were accompanied by the stagnation and decline of those regions left behind. The emergence of the national economy appears from this perspective as a process of regional growth leading to national cycles, which in turn react on regional development.

II.

Patterns of regional development cannot be explained in purely economic terms, and this fact precludes a purely economic definition of regions. Economic definitions typically emphasize nodal hierarchies of urban centers or flows of goods, or homogeneity of resource base leading to specialization around a particular function. Such definitions highlight important aspects of the location of economic activity, but they remain essentially static and descriptive. They offer no explanation of the patterns of development in different regions, of why opportunities could be seized in one region or at one time, and not in another region or at another time. Such explanation can only arise out of an historical and cultural analysis, and therefore most be rooted in historically and culturally defined regions. Regions in this sense must be large enough to possess a distinct "essence" capable of explaining differences in culture, social structure, and economic development. Regions must certainly be "functional" in the sense of possessing a unified economic structure, for shared productive employment constitutes the ultimate ground for the consciousness of belonging to a single cultural entity. Most regions will possess nodal hierarchies as well, based on complementarity and division of labor within the regional economy. Finally, regions should be large and cohesive enough for their distinctiveness to have political impact in the larger entity of which they are a part, a consideration which gains additional force when that larger entity is itself in the process of emergence and definition.

The technological and institutional developments of the nineteenth century – and their attendant social problems – each had a regional focus. The steady shift from agriculture to industry and from country to city benefited industrial regions. At the same time the emergence of mining and metals as the most important leading sector within industry, and the relative decline of textiles, entailed a fundamental shift in the regional focus of industrial development. The increasing importance of factory production within the expanding and changing industrial sector injured some handicrafts, provided new opportunities for others, and transformed them all. However, the crisis of the handicraft sector also varied regionally. In some regions where export industries had remained undeveloped, residentiary han-

---

Dicrofts were subjected to new competition from distant producers. Among "proto-industrial" regions where agricultural families engaged in part-time handicraft production for export, some regions proved unable to accumulate the skills or capital required to compete effectively in the new situation. Other regions responded to the challenge and moved successfully into the industrial age, though often by very different paths. Consider, for example, the wide variation among the histories of industrial development in the Rhenish Eifel, the district surrounding Bielefeld, the Saxon Vogtland, and Upper Silesia.

The regions of Germany differed widely in their responses to the challenges confronting them. Previous economic development had resulted in widely divergent social structures and value systems, "complex preconditions" which conditioned regional patterns of adjustment to the new situation. At the same time the necessity for rapid response and adjustment increased, as transportation improvements gradually opened inland markets to the most efficient producers, and political decision making bodies above the regional level gradually became more responsive to the interests of the most effectively organized groups of producers. The Zollverein and the railway eventually revolutionized the framework within which economic decisions were made. However, the location of the new railways and the policies of the new customs union were primarily political decisions, and therefore regional economic responses to the new situation also resulted in large part from political and cultural forces within each region.

The ability of regions to compete in the changing situation with which they were confronted depended largely on their internal social structure. The social and political transformations of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries took a number of forms, and could result in an elite that was flexible and outward-looking in approach, willing and able to seize opportunities, or rigid and inward-looking, unable and unwilling to adapt to new situations. The relations of regional elites to the emerging national political structure varied over time and could affect the possibilities for regional economic development in important aspects. Eventually, the balance of these forces determined whether a given region would emerge as a diversified center of manufacturing production with high income and relative immunity from the business cycle, or become a specialized producer of raw materials with relatively low income and a high degree of vulnerability to cyclical fluctuations.

From this perspective, political definitions of regions are to be preferred over narrowly economic definitions, since these are the units within and among which the relevant battles were fought. Political units were the obvious focus of cultural identity. In addition they provided the forum for internal political organization, as well as for external pressure on national institutions. As such they became an important part of the economic policy mak-

---

7 For a general introduction, see Peter Kriedte, Hans Medick and Jürgen Schlumbohm, Industrialisierung vor der Industrialisierung: Gewerbliche Warenproduktion auf dem Land in der Formationsperiode des Kapitalismus, Göttingen 1977.
ing process, and contributed to the institutional framework within which economic activity could take place. Finally, regional political boundaries played an important part in determining the location of economic activity. In addition to the well-documented competition among political units for transportation facilities and industrial establishments, occasionally the mere existence of a political border can be seen to have affected the specific location of industrial plants significantly.10

III.

It is a statistical truism that national cycles are the weighted average of regional cycles. In addition, regional susceptibility to cyclical fluctuation appears to be normally distributed around the national central tendency over the complete cycle, an upward skew during the national upswing being balanced by a downward skew during the national downswing.11 However, statistical analysis cannot establish the direction of causation. National cycles do not “cause” regional cycles, nor are variations in regional responses merely randomly distributed error terms. Certainly there are examples of regional economies being positively or negatively affected by fluctuations beginning outside their borders which might be identified as “national” cycles. However, the national economy is not ontologically prior to its regional components, for all “national” fluctuations must begin somewhere. All cycles are regional cycles in their origins, though clearly the more highly integrated the national economy, the more rapidly and completely cyclical impulses will be transmitted from one region to another. The links among the input-output structures of regions within the national economy thus form an important focus of analysis. For any given cycle identification of the region of origin—which obviously might be the foreign trade sector—emerges as the logical point to begin, followed by a tracing of the impact of the cycle on other regions. Locational requirements of rapidly growing industries will interact with the regional heritage of previous social and economic development to produce the patterns actually observed.

Not all cyclical movements in the economy are of equal interest and significance. Cycles in agricultural production or in inventory investment, for instance, may be caused by over- or under-shooting of optimal quantities relative to effective demand. Such cycles reflect, and may help to identify, important structural parameters in an existing system, but they remain recurrent phenomena with little or no impact on the system itself. Of far greater importance for the study of economic development over long periods of time are those cycles connected with structural transformations of the system, which may be conceptualized as permanent shifts in the parameters which determine the timing and amplitude of the various types of recurrent cycles within the system. Throughout the nineteenth century, structural change occurred during spurts of growth connected with major economic cycles, of the type which have become associated with the names of Kondratieff,

Schumpeter, and Kuznets. The cumulative impact of these cycles make up the substance of modern economic growth, and it is therefore within this framework that the link between national and regional economic development is most likely to be found.

In Kondratieff's original grand conception, long cycles were related to a prevalence of depressed years, agricultural depressions, clusters of technological inventions, changes in gold production and hence money supply, and outbreaks of war, though he refused to identify any of these as causes of the cycles. Schumpeter emphasized the link between major technological innovations and economic development, insisting on the need to distinguish between primary cycles caused by entrepreneurial innovation, and secondary cycles induced by the primary cycles. For Schumpeter the crucial facts were psychological, the drive of the pioneering entrepreneur contrasting with the conservative mass psychology of the majority of businessmen. Kuznets in turn has pointed to the link between the growth of productive capacity and the growth in demand, finding the connection and the source of long cycles in the behavior of labor force and population variables. Rates of resource utilization, especially unemployment, are related to migration, marriage, birth, and labor force participation rates, and these in turn affect capital formation, especially transportation and residential construction.

Theories of long cycles have been subjected to repeated criticism. Kondratieff's ideas were universally rejected by his Soviet contemporaries, partly because of their supposed political implications, but also on serious empirical and theoretical grounds. None of the production series used by Kondratieff provides unqualified support for the existence of long cycles or for his dating of those cycles. Kondratieff attempted to link clusters of major technological inventions to the upward movement of long cycles, but the timing of the inventions he listed does not correspond especially closely to his dating of the cycles. He himself argued that technological change was not exogenous, since new technologies required favorable conditions before they could be employed, but he failed to specify how such favorable conditions came about, and therefore failed to provide a theory which would link one cycle to another. Schumpeter's answer to the question left open by Kondratieff was that technologies would fallow until an innovative entrepreneur saw their possibilities and was able to secure the credit necessary to realize his plans. Schumpeter's empirical evidence has also been criticized, however, as has his failure to provide a theory of the emergence of entrepreneurial talent in cyclical waves, or to elucidate the specific nature of the cycles.

relationships among different kinds of cycles. Kuznets' cycles appear to rest on firmer empirical ground, yet even his work has been attacked for creating long cycles in the data as a result of the specific techniques used to smooth short term fluctuations. In addition the link between population variables and economic growth breaks down outside the categories of investment most closely related to population size. Those kinds of investment which Schumpeter would have identified as major innovations are not correlated with the Kuznets cycles, though a cyclical theory of development would seem to require such a correlation.

Nevertheless, if the purpose of historical analysis and contemporary theory is the explanation of the long-term upward trend and structural transformations associated with modern economic growth, they will be forced to employ some form of cyclical analysis, though the approach will be eclectic since the system to be analyzed is itself changing. Economic growth has proceeded in spurts, usually associated with the upswing of a major cycle. In the case of nineteenth century Germany there is a well established consensus on the dating of cyclical up- and downswings. Disagreement centers on the identification of "major" cycles and the mechanism by which cycles are generated. A relatively simple model combining an innovation-based theory of growth with a set of demand equations will yield cycles around an upward trend, each cycle beginning at a higher level than its predecessor. As growth from the preceding major cycle slows, declining rates of profit may force entrepreneurial innovation. The application and development of previously unexploited technical inventions results in a rise in investment in strategic industries. The new cycle builds on capital accumulated in the previous cycle, but also on the increase in real income resulting from the previous cycle. The upward trend may be explained with reference to a multi-sector analysis in which growth proceeds from one leading sector to another as "luxuries" are transformed into "necessities" at higher levels of income. The strength and duration of the new boom thus depends in part on the structure of demand, which depends in turn on population variables. In short, Schumpeter's primary cycles in innovative investment may interact with Kuznets cycles in population and population-sensitive investment to produce something like "Kondratieff cycles" - the empirically observed long waves in economic development.

Identification of major cycles must depend in part on measures of their amplitude and duration, since a major cycle should dominate other oscillations within the system.

However, recognition of the logic of change of the system itself takes precedence over such empirical tests. Recurrent phenomena or random shocks may cause large fluctuations without affecting the structure of the system. Only truly “basic” innovations, by creating new leading sectors and opening a wide range of new opportunities, can transform the system’s operational parameters. Changes in relations among various cyclical indicators reveal the impact of basic innovations, but these effects appear only gradually and may escape empirical verification in their early stages. In addition, an adequate theory must include a spatial dimension. Growth proceeds not only from one leading sector to another, but also from one region to another. On the supply side each sector will possess unique locational and raw material requirements. On the demand side, the opening of new markets through transportation development or lowered prices will affect the pace of development, as will fluctuations in population, both those independent of the innovative cycle and those encouraged by it as individuals respond to the opportunities presented to them.

Such an approach can provide an avenue of integration of regional and national analysis, and yet avoid the danger of ad hoc explanations relying exclusively on the uniqueness of regional structures or the specific historical factors underlying each cycle. Each cycle will be connected with a specific set of technological innovations, and hence will be unique; in turn each region does constitute a unique entity and will be uniquely affected by each cycle. However, succeeding cycles will be connected. Each will have a sectoral and regional dimension and impact resulting from previous cycles and conditioning the structure of succeeding cycles.

IV.

In the case of nineteenth century Germany, major national cycles in economic development were closely linked to regional structural transformations. Growth proceeded in a series of waves connected with major technological innovations, and the direction and amplitude of the waves varied according to the regional possibilities for exploiting new innovations and the impact of innovation in one region upon other regions. The progressive integration of the national economy was accompanied by a steady specialization of productive activity at the regional level. The concentration of regional economies in particular sectors and branches increased the regional impact of shifts among leading sectors. As in the United States and in nations constituting the periphery of the European economy, those regions in Germany which concentrated in primary production for export tended to be especially vulnerable to cyclical fluctuations, while those regions with higher income, a greater variety of export industries, and a higher proportion of residentiary industry tended to be less vulnerable. As development proceeded, new regions were brought into the

21 Frank B. Tipton, Jr., Regional Variations in the Economic Development of Germany During the Nineteenth Century, Middletown, Conn. 1976.
process, and therefore each of the major waves of development was connected with the emergence of new specialized regions. Within regions, exploitation of the opportunities offered by development required difficult social transformations, whose timing affected the regional response to development and therefore the rate of national development as well.

The first major cycle in the modern economic growth of Germany appears to have begun in the last third of the eighteenth century. At the level of national aggregates, exports of agricultural products and of textiles led the way. From a regional perspective, however, the upward movement of the cycle was connected with the emergence of two major exporting regions, the agricultural eastern provinces of Prussia and the industrial Kingdom of Saxony. In the eastern provinces landlords began to squeeze the peasants off the land, expanding their personal holdings and exporting their increased harvests, especially to the rapidly growing English market. Large peasants also participated in the entrepreneurial response to the new conditions, shifting along with the landlords from field to crop rotation systems and introducing related techniques of planting, drainage, and animal husbandry. Industrial growth in the Kingdom of Saxony accelerated in the late eighteenth century. The reorganization of the central government following the Seven Years’ War strengthened tendencies favoring industrial growth. A highly skilled and mobile labor force, entrepreneurial response to opportunity led by local communities, and favorable government policies stimulated development. Foreign entrepreneurs found homes in urban communities, bringing with them new techniques of textile production aimed at new, broader markets in eastern Europe, elsewhere in Germany, and overseas.

The early specialization of Saxony and the east remained the most notable feature of regional structure in Germany until the middle of the nineteenth century. The remaining German states and provinces of Prussia remained very close to the average in the distribution of employment, indicating that production of agricultural and industrial exports remained relatively small and that no specialized districts within these regions had yet grown large enough to affect their structure significantly. The most important exception was the Rhineland, most significant of the “unspecialized” regions both in terms of contemporary importance and with regard to future potential. Even here, however, industrial production remained relatively widely dispersed in small centers intimately connected with their immediately surrounding hinterlands. The distinctiveness of the Rhineland arose from


the connections of these centers with each other by exceptionally favorable river transportation. This combination of localism and regionalism produced an economic and cultural dynamic involving the entire province. Development in the west must therefore be examined at the level of provincial aggregates as well as in its local manifestations.26

From the standpoints of both national and regional development, the period of the Napoleonic wars provided only ambivalent stimuli. Eastern Prussia’s English market was closed, and the region was subjected to military occupations which injured its economic potential. Saxon industry developed rapidly behind the protective walls of the Continental System, but failed to adopt the new technologies which were revolutionizing English industry. In the west, the Kingdom of Westphalia was systematically exploited for the benefit of French industry, though the liberal social institutions introduced by the French would have an important impact on future development. Though Kondratieff argued that wartime dislocations were the consequence of competition among states as the long cycle reached its apex, the Napoleonic wars appear to have interfered with the cycle, slowing the social transformations of the east, Saxony, and the west, yet at the same time prolonging the boom by inflating demand.27

The period from 1815 to 1848 is difficult to organize around the concept of major cycles, and in fact provided Kondratieff’s critics with some of their most effective arguments against the entire concept of long cycles. Though the 1840s can be interpreted as a long depression, there is no preceding secular boom to lend credence to the hypothesis of major cycles connected with significant technological innovations. Saxony and the east continued the transformations begun in the eighteenth century. Those landlords and large peasants who survived the crisis of adjustment in the 1820s profited from rising English grain prices beginning in the 1830s. Their workers, deprived of their traditional rights to the land, turned to garden plots and to linen weaving to supplement their wages. Part-time linen looms increased from 159,000 in 1822 (in the provinces of Prussia, Posen, Pomerania, and Brandenburg) to 222,000 in 1846. In Saxony, hostile administrative actions undermined local guilds and monopolies, increasing occupational mobility, and rapid peasant ema-


cipation provided Saxony with a responsive system of family farms, well suited to the country’s mountainous terrain and dense population. At the national level, the continued distinctiveness of the east and Saxony was reflected in the continuing importance of grains and textile products in German exports. No other major region had as yet entered the stream of modern economic growth. As late as 1861 the industrial sector of the Prussian province of Saxony still showed proportions of “factory-wholesale” employment and of employment in establishments with fifty or more workers nearly identical to those of the Rhineland and Westphalia, showing that the truly substantial growth of the latter was still in its early stages at mid-century.

Nationally, had a major upward cycle begun in the 1830s or 1840s, it would have been associated with the establishment of the Zollverein and the introduction of the railway. The upward movement which did occur in fact emanated from the industrial and commercial area of the Zollverein, but remained limited because of the “narrow basis” of investment. At the national level this appears to be the result of both demand and supply factors. A tendency for agricultural prices to rise during upswings limited disposable income, thereby restricting domestic demand, and for a considerable time the railway appeared too advanced technically for German industry. Germany’s population seemed to be out of balance with her economy, growing too rapidly to be absorbed into the new but still undeveloped industrial sector.

This national picture can be supplemented, and its explanatory power increased, through an examination of regional economic and political relations. The Zollverein provided a forum for a new intermingling of economic and political competition among regions. More purely economic competition generally benefited those regions with the most extensive previous development. In addition, political decisions tended to reflect and reinforce this economic preponderence. Germany’s most productive regions depended on exports to foreign markets, and for them the Zollverein market gained importance only gradually as the railway system expanded. Zollverein tariff policy excited their lively interest, however, and the policies adopted generally reflected that interest. Predictably, the east remained uninterested in agricultural tariffs and opposed tariffs on industrial imports, with the exception of linens, a policy stance made especially effective by the close connec-


31 In addition to the sources in note 29, see Preußische Statistik, 40 (1878), p. 92; Zeitschrift des königlichen sächsischen statistischen Bureaus 25 (1879); Beiträge zur Statistik des Königreichs Bayern 10 (1862); Rudolf Dietz, Die Gewerbe im Großherzogtum Baden, Karlsruhe 1863; Württembergische Jahrbücher Jg. 1862 (1863), Heft 2; the position of the Kingdom of Saxony is graphically demonstrated in Statistische Übersicht der Bevölkerungs- und gewerblichen Verhältnisse des Königreichs Sachsen am Ende des Jahres 1846 und Vergleichung derselben mit denen in der benachbarten preußischen Provinz Sachsen, in: Mitteilungen des statistischen Bureaus in Berlin 2 (1849), p. 235 ff.


tions between the regional elite and the Prussian central government. Saxony and the Rhineland continued to export their finished textile products outside the Zollverein. They opposed pressure by the southern states for high tariffs on cotton yarn, however, preferring low cost imports of this intermediate raw material. The compromise reached in 1846 after twelve years of conflict largely reflected the interests of the more advanced regions, with high tariffs on finished textiles, moderate rates on yarn and free import of raw cotton. In the long run, the southern states may have benefited from the free flow of capital within the Zollverein. In the short run, aggregate benefits seem to have been small. After 1834 Saxony and the Rhineland could ship free to areas within the Zollverein, and after 1846 their Zollverein market was secured against foreign competitors as well. Their competition injured previously protected centers of production, especially in the south. Total Bavarian textile employment declined from 91,000 in 1847 to 68,000 in 1861. Southern centers became more dependent on large scale spinning plants, a specialization in the nature of a defensive reaction, coming at the expense of the total size and diversity of southern manufacturing.

Because of the locational requirements of the iron and steel industries, a major upward cycle dominated by the railway would have to be centered in the coalfields of the Rhineland and Westphalia. Relatively good water transportation added to their excellent coal resources gave them a great locational advantage. The legacy of local industrial tradition, especially where it took the form of skilled labor, was another important locational factor in the west's favor. A strong entrepreneurial class consisted primarily of local notables, their families securely embedded in the local communities, who preferred to send their sons to England for training rather than rely on foreign technicians. The extensive system of private banking houses was closely connected with commercial and industrial operations.

39 Beiträge zur Statistik des Königreichs Bayern 10 (1862). Some overcounting in the earlier census may overstate the decline.
many bankers having begun as wholesale merchants\textsuperscript{43}. Early growth had depended on exports of luxury and semi-luxury goods, especially textiles, but as exports had expanded their composition had shifted in favor of items with a broader market\textsuperscript{44}. Foreign trade, by swelling the class of prosperous artisans and merchants, expanded the local market as well.

Ultimately the Ruhr became the largest industrial center in Germany, an important competitor with Saxony for industrial markets and the destination of many emigrants from the east. Before mid-century, however, western growth was hampered by conflicts between the representatives of local communities and the central government, and by the need to develop and finance new technologies in mining and metals. Conditions shifted through the 1850s and left the Ruhr poised on the verge of unprecedented growth.

Rhenish particularism developed between 1815 and 1840 in part as a reaction to the Prussian government’s policies favoring agriculture over industry and commerce\textsuperscript{45}. The government attempted to control all aspects of the economy and society, with little consideration of the effects of regulation on growth. In the 1820s the government refused Friedrich Harkort’s request to be permitted to smelt iron from the Kohleneisenstein of the Rhineland on the grounds that it was “coal” and therefore could only be worked by officially licensed coal miners, who at the time were discarding it since it did not burn properly. In the late 1840s a government official on a trip to Scotland noticed the smelting of iron from blackband ore, and the government began to encourage its exploitation, twenty years after Harkort’s discovery. Reform of the archaic mining laws was rejected by local representatives of the central government until 1851 because the miners were “not able” to manage their own affairs. Franz Haniel’s deep shaft was delayed for a decade by bureaucratic opposition\textsuperscript{46}. Elements within the government delayed initial approval of railway lines because of the competition they threatened for government turnpikes. The law passed in 1838 gave local bureaucrats power to interfere with the rates charged by private railways, which they used as justification for doing “everything in their power to limit their in-


the government at first opposed the introduction of the telegraph by railway firms, out of fear of unauthorized messages which might be sent over the wires\textsuperscript{47}.

The commercial and financial policies of the Prussian government did little to help development in the west. The relatively large amounts of credit required by railway and mining firms could only be supplied by state corporations financed by bond issues or private firms with limited liability. David Hansemann insisted that the state construct railways, or at least support private construction so as "to satisfy the stockholders but still protect and advance the most essential interests of the nation", but the government rejected his views because the loans raised by a public corporation would require the approval of a legislature\textsuperscript{48}. Although the monetary situation in the Rhineland may not have been as chaotic as has been claimed, government actions affecting private bond issues, private banks with limited liability, and central bank policy all were intended to restrict the credit available for industrial development\textsuperscript{49}.

The major cycle associated with the railway and centered in the emerging Ruhr industrial region, delayed by unfavorable demographic fluctuations, poor harvests, and government policy, finally began in the 1850s and continued in a series of upward waves until 1873\textsuperscript{50}. The direct impact of railways on industrial production is relatively easily followed. Initially the railway simply overwhelmed existing capacity. Construction of the line from Leipzig to Dresden, for instance, called for 113,000 hundredweights of rails, nearly four times the entire Saxon output of wrought iron in 1837. Railways absorbed 30 to 40 per cent of all iron consumed in the Zollverein between 1845 and 1863; as total consumption more than trebled, they had been responsible for most of the increase. Their impact on production of iron forms is clearly seen after 1840, and satisfaction of railway demand provided an important motive for the construction of new coke-fired blast furnaces. Firms producing iron castings primarily for railways accounted for perhaps a quarter of Prussian production during the 1850s, and more diversified firms in the machinery industry profited as well. The major construction cycle of the 1850s completed the outlines of the German network, and the new industry had begun to export rails and rolling stock by 1860. As in the case of the Zollverein, however, the picture of the railway's aggregate impact must be supplemented by consideration of its differential regional effects. Expansion of capacity induced by the railway shifted the regional focus of industrial development; in 1837 all of


\textsuperscript{50} Spree, \textit{Wachstumszyklen}, pp. 331–352.
Prussia's eight coke-fired blast furnaces were located in Silesia, but more than half of the ninety-two furnaces in operation by 1860 were located in the Rhineland.

The upward cycle was in part based on a new cooperation between the Rhenish elite and the Prussian central government. Whatever their disappointment at the outcome of the 1848 revolutions, the Rhenish liberals enjoyed substantial benefits under the new system. Acceptance of the new written constitution was consistent with the royalism which had been a traditional element in Rhenish liberalism. The constitution in addition maintained the social and political leadership of the largely Protestant entrepreneurial elite by means of the three-class voting system, an important consideration in a region where 80 per cent of the emerging industrial labor force was Catholic. The liberals also received direct representation in the government and a progressive lessening of bureaucratic restrictions on proposed industrial undertakings. August von der Heydt, Prussian Minister of Trade for nearly two decades after 1848, consistently represented liberal interests. Von der Heydt had led the liberals in the United Landtag of 1847 in urging the rejection of a loan for the Eastern Railway because of the precedent which would be set if the King were not also willing to grant the assembly the right of regular approval of the state budget, a right granted in the constitution of 1850. Of particular importance to the Rhineland and Westphalia was Von der Heydt's liberalization of the laws regulating the mining industry. His reforms gradually lessened the power of government officials over investment decisions, making mining a much more attractive investment opportunity. French and British capital flowed into the western provinces in increasing amounts in the 1850s, and especially into the mines of the Ruhr. Mining and railway construction raised the demand for machinery beyond the limits of the textile industry, providing new opportunities both for local firms as in Barmen and for Belgian entrepreneurs using English technologies as in Düsseldorf and elsewhere. Expansion was eased by Von der Heydt's willingness to grant charters of incorporation to limited liability industrial firms, a dramatic change from the period before 1850.

The upswing of the 1850s and 1860s ended with a series of wars, and from 1873 until the mid-1890s Germany suffered through a major cyclical downturn. The collapse of investment in heavy industry was crucial because it removed the primary base for the previous expansion. A hypothesis derived from a theory of major cycles would suggest that with the completion of the major railway connections, the railway lost its ability to stimulate the entire economy as in the preceding two decades. In addition, the upswing had been supported by rising agricultural prices and continued success in foreign grain markets. In the 1870s the opening of new centers of production undermined the international position of German agriculture, a blow from which it did not recover until the mid-twentieth century. However, at the national level, the “Great Depression” poses some serious problems of interpretation. Some branches of industry began to recover in the 1880s, and national income measured in constant prices resumed its secular rise beginning in the late 1870s.

A regional perspective can help clarify the ambiguous nature of the Great Depression. The agricultural depression possessed a clear regional focus, affecting primarily the grain-exporting eastern provinces of Prussia. The landowning elite proved unable to adapt to the new economic situation. The east failed to make the transition to more intensive forms of agriculture dictated by the loss of markets for grains. The part-time linen looms which had been so prominent a feature of the industrial sector in the east disappeared. However, they were not replaced by other forms of industrial employment. The abundant labor of the east was not employed in more advanced forms of textile production or other light industry, much of which has tended historically to settle in labor surplus areas. In the 1890s an attempt by the provincial president of West Prussia, Gustav von Gossler, to sponsor heavy industrial development in Danzig was bitterly opposed by representatives of the grain producing landlords and was largely abandoned after his death.

Within the industrial sector, textiles suffered relative to metals, a factor which slowed growth in the Kingdom of Saxony after the mid-1870s. The Ruhr profited from the increasing relative importance of metals, and from the recovery of heavy industry in the 1880s. However, though the increased weight of heavy industry after the 1870s is demonstrated by the inability of the agricultural sector by itself to determine the timing of the business cycle, the heavy industry of the Ruhr was not large enough by itself to stimulate the entire economy. For most regions of Germany, the Great Depression appears to have been a reality, upswings being hesitant and short-lived and downswings severe and prolonged.

56 Spree, Wachstumszyklen, p. 363.
60 Friedrich Richter, Preußische Wirtschaftspolitik in den Ostprovinzen, Königsberg 1938.
61 Philipp Weigel, Das sächsische Sibirien, Diss. Leipzig 1907.
63 See for example Volker Hentschel, Prosperität und Krise in der württembergischen Wirtschaft 1871 bis 1879, in: Vierteljahrschrift für Sozial- und Wirtschaftsgeschichte 63 (1976), pp. 339–389; Konrad
In the mid-1890s Germany entered into another major upswing, lasting until the First World War. Again, the thrust seems to have been provided in part by new technological innovations, though changes in the structure of domestic demand played a more important role than in previous upward cycles. Metals and machinery overtook textiles to become the largest branch of manufacturing. Chemicals and electricity provided the most dramatic technical breakthroughs, but increasing urbanization and rising real income may have contributed more by raising the demand for housing and consumers’ durables.

Regionally, the major urban centers emerged as an important focus of development. Berlin was typical in addition to being of primary importance because of its relation to the east. Long distance railway connections expanded the area from which Berlin could draw raw materials and to which industrial products could be shipped. As a direct purchaser the railway had contributed crucially to the establishment of the heavy machinery and electrical industries in Berlin in the 1850s and their continued growth in later periods. The generally rapid development of manufacturing in Berlin was based on a high degree of specialization made possible by the wide extent of the markets opened by railway construction. Following the Great Depression the railway and the growth of Berlin increasingly dominated the development of the eastern provinces. The radial network of railways centered on the city drained population out of the east into Berlin, creating a large local market in which economies of scale could be realized, which in turn helped to make Berlin’s industrial products competitive with local industry in the eastern provinces. The lack of either local or export markets for industrial products hindered the growth of manufacturing in the east, and the resulting lack of local opportunity encouraged migration, further reducing the potential market and labor force.

The Ruhr remained the most important industrial region in the new upswing, and in fact grew more rapidly than before. However, in contrast to the preceding downward cycle, the Ruhr was no longer alone. Saxon industry recovered a portion of its former expansiveness. Saxon textiles shifted from simple goods aimed at mass markets towards high quality specialty goods aimed at the tastes of the sophisticated urban consumer. The Saxon machinery industry, building on its experience with a wide range of manufacturing

---

branches, entered the world market as a supplier of highly specialized producers’ goods for light industry. In addition, several new industrial centers rose to prominence. Silesia, central Germany, and Lorraine profited from the demand for mineral raw materials and heavy industrial products, and industry in those regions expanded more rapidly than ever before. This wide regional sharing of industrial advance was perhaps the most important feature of the cycle, for it lessened the aggregate impact of the continued agricultural depression and lack of industrial development in the east by providing opportunities for laborers whom the east could no longer employ.

V.

In retrospect, the story of the nineteenth century German economy can be seen as the outcome of two sets of interacting forces, economic and historical. The framework suggested here attempts to avoid the determinism arising from overly exclusive emphasis on either purely economic or purely historical forces. To emphasize economic factors leaves individuals and regions helpless in the face of the dictates of the market and the imperatives of geography. To emphasize history makes economic development dependent on an act of will and raises the uniqueness of individuals and regions to an absolute, precluding the use of general theoretical concepts for comparison and analysis. Men make economic history, but not just as they please. The course of economic development arises out of the interaction of individuals embedded in specific, historically determined cultures with a continually changing economic environment. That interaction places conditions and limits on the response to opportunity. Research needs to be directed not only towards the quality of the opportunities—particularly the empirical identification of significant innovations and the major cycles associated with them—but also towards the quality of the response. A regional perspective can illuminate such questions in an especially useful manner, suggesting explanations for past patterns of development the suggesting models for contemporary analysis as well.

Zusammenfassung:
Nationale Wachstumszyklen und regionale Wirtschaftsstrukturen in Deutschland im 19. Jahrhundert

Aus rein theoretischen Gründen kann man behaupten, daß eine vollständige Erklärung der wirtschaftlichen Wechselwirkungen nur mit Hilfe regionaler Untersuchungen zustande kommen kann. Eine solche Erklärung setzt brauchbare Definitionen von wirtschaftlich sinnvollen Regionen sowie Wirtschaftszyklen voraus. Theorien von regionaler Wirtschaftsentwicklung-
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Regionalgeschichte erscheint daher als möglicher Schnittpunkt für die Wirtschaftsgeschichte und die Sozialgeschichte. Sie bietet eine Position an, von der man auf eine besonders verheißungsvolle Weise den Gang der gesamtwirtschaftlichen Entwicklung beobachten kann.